News and Announcements

2022 American Philosophical Association Eastern Division Meeting: International Berkeley Society Session
Baltimore Marriott Waterfront, Baltimore, MD: January 5, 2022

Berkeley and Lady Mary Shepherd; chair Patrick Connolly (Lehigh)
Keota Fields (U Massachusetts, Dartmouth): “Shepherd and Berkeley on Physical Objects”
Richard Brook (emeritus, Bloomsburg U): “Defending Shepherd Against Some Criticisms of Her Criticisms of Berkeley”
Antonia LoLordo (Virginia): “Shepherd’s Modified Berkeleyan Theory”

International Berkeley Conference:
“De Motu: Text, Context and Perspectives”
Aix-Marseille University, Maison de la Recherche, Aix-en-Provence, France:
May 30-June 3, 2022
Organizers: Bertil Belfrage and Pascal Taranto

Turbayne Essay Prize
The next deadline for submitting papers is November 1, 2022. Guidelines for submission may be found here. Submitted papers should address some aspect of Berkeley’s philosophy. Essays should be new and unpublished and should be written in English and not exceed 5,000 words in length. All references to Berkeley should be to Luce & Jessop, and an MLA or similar standard for notes should be followed. Submissions are blind reviewed and will be judged by members of a review board selected by the Department of Philosophy at the University of Rochester. The winner will be announced March 1, 2023 and will receive a prize of $2,000. Copies of winning essays are to be sent to the George Berkeley Library Study Center located in Berkeley’s home in Whitehall, Newport, RI.

2021 Turbayne Prize Winners:
Keota Fields (U Massachusetts, Dartmouth): “Berkeley on the Meaning of General Terms”
Todd DeRose (Ohio State U): “‘Experience Itself Must be Taught to Read and Write’: Scientific Practice and Berkeley’s Philosophy of Nature”

Both essays appear in this issue of Berkeley Studies.